REPORT ABOUT 2ND MOBILITY IN GRANADA
(SPAIN)

After the travelling day, and free day because of Regional Teacher’s Day on Monday, schoools
were shut down, we had our first meeting all together on Tuesday.
In the morning, we met at the main entrance, and went to the schoool’s library to work
together. We all made our school’s presentations. We got to know the similarities or
differences between every country’s educational systems. We concluded that most part of our
educational systems, are similar and we share main objectives: levels and learning standards,
special needs treatments. Differences are basically on assessment, evaluation and testing.
Ages and levels, are named differently, but mostly similar.
From lunch time, we had free afternoon.

On Wednesday, we started in the morning with a visit through Ave María Casa Madre School.
It was made from Kindergarden, Primary, Secondary, and HighSchool. We could visit the
gardens where students develop the Eco School and other Projects, Chapel, Laboratories,
active-learning playgrounds, different plants and wildlife living in the schoool forest, visiting
students classrooms, and open-air activities.
We had lunch together, traditional Spanish “paella” in the Albaycin neighbourhood next to
school. And during the evening we shared some time watching traditional Spanish Flamenco
dancing.

On Thursday, we started with presentations about Gender Situation of every country of ours.
We learnt about gender legislation in recent years, graphics about education based on gender
and gender roles in schools and society in different European backgrounds.
We noticed that most of us, share similarities and the religious and traditional systems
inherited throughout the years, have made that women situation in society seem hard to
change, moreover when they become mothers. Consequently, in the last decades, many
political changes have been made in most of our countries, but have shown deficiency since
expectations have not been aimed completley. There is still so much work to do about it, and it
starts at school.

Finally, on Friday, we had an act for certifications with our Headmistress, and a wonderful day
for saynig bye bye.

